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Neural foraminal stenosis (NFS) is the most common spinal disease in elderly patients,
greatly affecting their quality of life. Efficient and accurate grading of NFS is extremely
vital for physicians as it offers patients a timely and targeted treatment according to different grading levels. However, current clinical practice relies on physicians’ visual inspection and manual grading of neural foramina (NF), which brings the annoying inefficiency
and inconsistency. A fully automated system is highly desirable but faces many technical
challenges (e.g., the inefficiency in localizing NF candidates, and the severe ambiguities in
grading). In this paper, an automated and accurate localization and grading clinical framework is proposed. By our framework, both localization and grading tasks are handled as
multi-class classification problem: two-class classification (NF/non-NF) and four-class classification (normal/slight/marked/severe). To achieved it, a newly proposed saliency-biased
Ncuts (SBNcuts) is utilized for efficient localization, and a novel task-aware structural representation learning (TASRL) model is developed for accurate localization and grading.
Specifically, SBNcuts creatively incorporates saliency map as a preliminary guess of NF’s
locations to refine the generated possible NF candidates with the preserved intact structure
of NF. TASRL incorporates task labels (e.g., NF object label and four NFS grade labels)
into manifold learning to obtain a discriminative, low-dimensional, and structural image
representation, which enables similar appearance sharing among images with the same task
label and different appearance among images with different task labels. The superior performance in localization and grading, with very high (> 0.89) accuracy, specificity, sensitivity,
and F-measure, have been demonstrated by experiments on 110 subjects. With our method,
physicians could offer an efficient and consistent clinical grading for NFS.
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Figure 1: The anatomy of neural foramina (a) and clinical MRI grading system for NFS (b).

1. Introduction
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Neural foraminal stenosis (NFS) is defined as the narrowing of the bony exit (see Fig.1(a))
of the spinal nerve root, caused by osteoarthritis, disc degeneration, and ligament thickening.
It commonly appears among people and brings low back pain, neuropathy, even disability[1,
2]. For example, about 80% of the adult population suffers from one symptom of NFS-low
back pain [3, 4]. Efficient and accurate grading is a vital step because treatment plan varies
with different gradings of NFS (as shown in Fig.1(b)). For examples, for Grade 1, normally
physical therapy and exercise will be the first option for treatment, while for more severe
grades, patients may need to receive surgical treatments such as decompression[3]. However,
existing clinical practice relies on physicians’ visual inspection and manual grading of NF
images[4, 5, 6], which is not only laborious for physicians but also inefficient in providing
the timely treatment. Hence, an automated clinical tool is highly needed for clinics.
However, the technical implementation of this automated framework faces great challenges, due to the diversity of NF (as shown in Fig.2(a)) in appearance, shape, size, and
pose. For example, popular sliding window detectors [7, 8] relying on fixed window size
may jeopardize NF’s structural integrity and lower the localization accuracy;conventional
image-to-image matching methods [9, 10, 11, 12] judge the similarity of NF images based
on pixel-level representations (e.g., intensity, texture and gist) and are easily mislead by the
intra-object(NF)/grade difference and inter-grade ambiguities.
In this paper, we propose a novel fully automated clinical framework. It formulates
clinical localization and grading tasks as a two-class (NF object/non-NF object) classification and four-class (normal/slight/marked/severe) classification, respectively. To solve
the challenges mentioned above, it introduces a novel Saliency-Biased Ncuts (SBNcuts)
and a novel Task-Aware Structural Representation Learning (TASRL) model (as shown in
Fig.2(b)). SBNcuts employs salience map to capture a preliminary guess of NF’s locations,
and combine it with the optimal Ncuts region partition of spinal image to generate the
non-overlapping NF candidates, the well-preserved NF structure in these candidates enable
the efficient and accurate localization. TASRL introduces task labels as task-aware term
to guide NF’s structural representation learning, the generated task-specific structure not
only handles the intra-object/grade incompatibility, but also overcomes inter-grade ambigu2
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Figure 2: Challenges from diversity of NF images for automated localization and grading(a), and the
advantages (e.g., robustness and discrimination) of the learned task-specific structural representation by
our TASRL(b)(Sec. 3.2).

M

ities as different grades correspond to different grade tasks and have different grade-specific
structure, hence it ensures the accuracy in localization and grading task.
The novelty of our work includes the following two aspects:

ED

1. Clinical novelty: the first automated NFS grading framework is proposed for greatly
reducing the heavy burden of physicians and enabling the efficient clinical practice.
2. Technical novelty:
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• Saliency-based localization: an efficient and accurate NF detector SBNcuts is
proposed, it firstly introduces saliency map of spinal MR image as the rough
estimation of the NF’s distribution to constraint the segmentation of spinal MR
preserving the intact structure of NF region.

AC

• Task-aware: a novel TASRL model is proposed to learn the optimal representation
customized by different tasks. Specifically, robust object-specific structural representations would be learned for localization, and discriminative grade-specific
structural representations would be learned for grading.
• Label-specific: a novel TASRL model is proposed to learn the intra-label robust
representation for tolerating the intra-object difference in localization and intragrade difference in grading task to achieve robust performance.
• Discriminative: a novel TASRL model is proposed to enlarge the inter-label discrimination by reducing the intra-label difference, which overcomes the intergrade ambiguities in the grading task to achieve accurate grading.
3
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Figure 3: The overall process of our framework. Four phases are included: the input spine MR are partitioned into non-overlapping neural foramina candidates by SBNcuts (Sec. 3.1), then TASRL model (Sec.
3.2) learns two kinds of structural feature representations respectively as robust image-to-object matching
and discriminative image-to-grade matching, next the generated NF candidates are scored its probability
belonging to neural foramina with image-to-object matching and merely candidates with high score are
preserved as the localized NF images (Sec. 3.3), finally, preserved NF candidates are predicted their grading
labels via image-to-grade matching (Sec. 3.4).

2. Background

PT

Although popular sliding window object detection and image-to-image matching methods
have made great successes, they are not suitable for dealing with the complex and diverse
NF images.
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2.1. Sliding-window Object Detection and Its Limitations
Sliding-window object detection is a popular technique for identifying and localizing
objects in an image [7, 8]. It firstly scans the image with a fixed-size rectangular window
then applies a classifier to the sub-image defined by the window. The classifier extracts
image features from within the window (sub-image) and returns the probability that the
window (tightly) bounds to a particular object.
However, it is not suitable for our problem due to the following limitations: 1) the various
size and shape of NF bring sliding window method a great difficulty in setting the suitable
value to fix the window size; 2) the highly overlapping sub-images greatly lower the efficiency
as the number of irrelevant sub-images is so huge to be judged.

4
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2.2. Image-to-Image Matching and Its Limitations
Accurate image matching method is critical to image classification problems (e.g., object
localization and object refined classification) as it directly affects the accuracy of these tasks
[9, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Existing methods for performing image matching are usually based on
image-to-image matching which compares two images based on their global or local image
representations (e.g., raw pixel intensity or color values [11], shape-based descriptors using
extracted edges [10], and Semantic context [17, 18]).
Although image-to-image matching has made great successes [9, 10, 11, 12], it is not
suitable for our problem. Specifically, strict image matching in localization is sensitive to
the disturbance from diverse size, poses, intensity profiles, and shapes; weak discriminant
ability in grading is sensitive to the difference for NF images with the same grades and easily
confused by inter-grade ambiguities; the limited samples of NFS, caused by the difficulty in
collection and label, poses big challenges for some supervised learning methods relying on
massive training[19, 20].
3. Proposed Framework
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The proposed framework, depicted in Fig.3, includes four modules: 1) neural foramina
(NF) candidate generation based on saliency-biased Ncuts (SBNcuts) (Sec. 3.1); 2) supervised learning of object-specific feature and grade-specific feature based on task-aware
structural representation learning(TASRL) model (Sec. 3.2); 3) neural foramina localization based on image-to-object matching (Sec. 3.3); 4) neural foramina grading based on
image-to-grade matching (Sec. 3.4). Here, SBNcuts handles NF candidate generation as
the saliency-biased optimal region partition of spinal image, these generated candidates are
not only spatially non-overlapping but also with the preserved NF’s whole structure, so it
ensures efficient localization and greatly improves the accuracy of localization. TASRL generates task-specific NF’s image representations to offer robust image-to-object matching for
localization and discriminative image-to-grade matching for grading.
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3.1. Neural Foramina Candidate Generation based on Saliency-Biased Ncuts
Neural foramina(NF) candidates for localization are generated by performing a newly
proposed Saliency-biased Ncuts(SBNcuts) into the input MR spinal image, and the use
of SBNcuts ensures the generated NF candidates are with minimal overlapping and maximal structure-preserving. Specifically, its non-overlapping characteristic significantly to
reduce the number of irrelevant candidates; its maximal structure-preserving characteristic,
guided by the saliency-link constraint, ensures the high probability of NF candidates; its
saliency-biased characteristic enables a latent detection of neural foramina, which is defined
as salience object due to it filled white fat brighter than its bony and soft tissues surroundings
in spine MR images.
The detailed implementation summarized in Algorithm 1 includes the following three
steps: saliency map generation, image graph representation, and joint optimization.

5
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3.1.1. Salience map generation
Salience map [21, 22] offers a latent detection of all possible neural foramina regions and
is motivated by the anatomy of neural foramina in MR spinal image: the filled white fat
makes neural foramina much brighter than its darker surroundings composed of bony and
soft tissues. For the input MR spinal image XI , its saliency map Xs is obtained as follows
[21]:
Xs = g(XI ) ∗ F−1 [exp(R(f ) + P(f ))]2 ,
(1)
R(f )
L(f )
A(f )
P(f )

=
=
=
=
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where,

L(f ) − hn (f ) ∗ L(f )
log(A(f ))
R(F[I(v)])
Z(F[I(v)])
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F and F−1 denote the Fourier Transform and Inverse Fourier Transform, respectively. R(f )
denotes the spectral residual of an image. g(XI ) denotes a gaussian filter. P(f ) denotes the
phase spectrum of the image, which is preserved during the process. L(f ) denotes the log
spectrum. A(f ) denotes the general shape of log spectra, which is given as prior information.
hn (f ) denotes a local average filter.
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Algorithm 1: NF candidate generation by SBNcuts
Data: MR spinal image XI
Result: Partition S
N ×N
1 Compute the saliency map XS ∈ R
of XI ;
2 Construct two graphs GI = (V, EI , WI , LI ) and GS = (V, ES , WS , LI ) for XI and XS ;
3 Compute the common share optimal cut P;
4 S ← K-MEANS(P, K);
5 return S
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3.1.2. Image graph representation
For the input spinal image XI with total N pixels, we construct a graph G = (V, E, W, L)
such that V(N = |V|) is the pixel set and each edge e ∈ E connects two arbitrary pixels
i, j in the image. Each e measuring the similarity between pixels i, j is weighted by W (i, j),
and W is a N × N affinity matrix for G. Laplacian L can be defined as
1

1

L = D− 2 (D − W )D− 2

(2)

W (i, j) = exp(−||xi − xj ||2 /δx − ||Ii − Ij ||2 /δI
− max ||Edge(x)||2 /δE )

(3)

P
where D = diag( j wij ) is the degree matrix of W . To obtain W , W (i, j) is computed by
intensity, spatial location, and the contour interventions between two pixels:

x∈line(i,j)

6
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where xi , xj are the location of the pixels i, j and the Ii , Ij are their intensities respectively.
Edge(x) represents an edge detector (i.e., Canny detector) in location x. δx , δI , δE are
constants that will be assigned empirically. In practice, W (i, j) will only be computed in
k-nearest neighbors, thus W is a sparse matrix.
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3.1.3. Joint optimization
For the input spine MR image XI ∈ RN ×N and its saliency map XS ∈ RN ×N , we
represent them as two graphs that share the same set of nodes but have different sets of
edges, namely GI = (V, EI , WI , LS ) and GS = (V, ES , WS , LS ). The goal of SBNcuts is to
find a shared optimal cut P that simultaneously cuts both graphs with minimal cost. It is
achieved as follows:
mintr(P T LI P) + tr(P T LS P)
P
(4)
s.t.P T P = I
1

1
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where tr denote P
the matrix trace, L is graph Laplacian defined as L = D− 2 (D − W )D− 2 ,
here D = diag( j wij ) is the degree matrix of W , the columns of P are the mutually
orthogonal eigenvectors of the following generalized eigenvalue problem [23]:
LI v = λLS v, v T v = 1

(5)
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To obtain the optimal P, Pareto optimization is used to find Parto frontier of the joint
numerical range in terms of Pareto improvement [21]. The detailed algorithm is listed in
Algorithm 2. After obtained P, the optimal partition of the input spinal image is naturally
generated by performing the common practice K-means in the rows of matrix P. As the
rows of P are the embedding of pixels, K-means algorithm can group pixels into smooth
regions to partition the input spinal image. The minimal bounding boxes including these
partitioned regions are detected NF candidates by SBNcuts.
With SBNcuts, the number of NF candidates is greatly reduced due to the non-overlapping
property, and their quality is improved due to the preserved NF whole structure, which is derived from the incorporated saliency bias. Hence, SBNcuts enables the efficient and accurate
detector for generating NF candidates in spinal images.

AC

3.2. Supervised Learning of Object-specific Feature and Grade-specific Feature based on Taskaware Structural Representation Learning Model
Task-Aware Structural Representation Learning (TASRL) handles the NF’s image representation used for localization and grading tasks as a task-supervised structural representation learning to achieve the discrimination and robustness of the proposed framework
(as shown in Fig.2(b)). Specifically, TASRL generates a task-aware, task-specific, and discriminative structural representation as NF’s image representation, which solves the intraobject/grade incompatibility and inter-grade ambiguities in localization and grading tasks.
The task-aware characteristic offers a robust localization task-specific structural representation from object level and a discriminative grading task-specific structural representation
from grade level. The task-specific characteristic enables NF images with the same task label
7
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Algorithm 2: Joint optimization by Pareto optimization
Input : Two graph GI , GS , the corresponding Laplacians LI , LS
Output: The optimal solution P

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

M

16
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3

Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem: LI v = λLS v;
Normalized all v’s such that v T v = 1;
Let P be the set of all eigenvectors, excluding the two associated with eigenvalue
0 and ∞;
for all v ∈ P do
for all v 0 ∈ P, v 0 6= v do
if v ≺(GI ,GS ) v 0 then
Remove v 0 from P;
continue ;
end
if v 0 ≺(GI ,GS ) v then
Remove v from P;
break ;
end
end
end
return P;
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ED

share similar appearance to tolerate the intra-object/grade incompatibility. The discriminative characteristic highlights NF images from different task labels with different task-specific
appearance to successfully overcome inter-grade ambiguities.
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3.2.1. Task-aware Structural Representation Learning Model
M
For the given training set of NF images {Im ∈ Rn }M
m=1 , their task label set is {Cm }m=1 ,
n×n M
and their corresponding Laplacian matrices are {Lm ∈ R }m=1 , so the implementation of
TASRL to look for a set of discriminative bases {Ym ∈ Rn×n : YmT Ym = I}M
m=1 is achieved
by the following optimization:
min

Y1 ,...,YM

M
X

m=1

||YmT Lm Ym − Λm || + µ

X

Cm =Cl
16m,l6M
m6=l

||FmT Ym − FlT Yl ||2F

(6)

s.t YmT Ym = I, ∀m

where Λm = diag(λm1 , ..., λmn ) is eigenvalues of Laplacian Lm , µ ∈ (0, 1) is weight factor, .
Here, the sparse Fourier coupling is used by means of a set of matrices {Fm ∈ Rn×q }.
The obtained bases Y1 , ..., YM approximately satisfy the following: (1) Diagonalization: the basis Ym diagonalizes the Laplacian Lm ∈ Rn×n for m=1,...,M, i.e., YmT Lm Ym =
8
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diag(λm1 , ..., λmn ). In this case, the eigenvalues λm1 , ..., λmn can be regarded as ”frequencies” and the columns of Ym = (Ym1 , ..., Ymn ) as an analogy of the harmonic (Fourier) basis.
Using the first k (low frequency) eigenvectors of Lm to embed the structure of pixels for
image Im ensures that the embedding preserves well the main structure of image Im ; (2)
Orthogonality: YmT Ym = I. This ensures that the dimensions of the embedding are uncorrelated and thus the embedding is ”efficient”; (3) Supervised Coupling: given a set of vectors
Fm = (fm1 , ..., fmq ) on Lm , and a set of corresponding vectors Fl = (fl1 , ..., flq ) on Ll , their
Fourier coefficients in the respective basis must coincide, FmT Ym = FlT Yl , and this coupling
constraint is defined as Fourier coupling.
The implementation of Eq.(6) includes three parts:

Ȳ1 ,...,ȲM

m=1

−

||ȲmT Lm Ȳm − Λ̄m || + µ

FlT Ȳl ||2F

X

Cm =Cl
16m,l6M
m6=l

||FmT Ȳm
(7)

M

min

M
X

AN
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• Finding the first k principal joint eigenvectors: In most applications[24, 25], the n × n
full basis is not needed and can be approximated by the first k principal coupled
eigenvectors to speed up the computation, so that we can solve a smaller problem over
the matrices Ȳm = (ȳm1 , ..., ȳmk ) of size n × k. To find this smaller approximate joint
eigenvectors, Eq.(6) is rewritten by the following formulation:

s.t ȲmT Ȳm = I, ∀m

ED

where Λ̄m = diag(λm1 , ..., λmk ) denotes the diagonal matrix containing the first k
smallest eigenvalues of Lm .
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• Subspace parametrization: To reduce the number of variables in Eq.(7) for speeding up
the computation, subspace parametrization is used. Specifically, the coupled basis of
Laplacian Lm is parameterized as Ȳm = Ūm Am , where the first k vectors of the coupled
bases were approximated as a linear combination of the first k 0 ≥ k eigenvectors of Lm ,
denoted by Ūm = (ūm1 , ..., ūmk ), with Am as the k 0 × k matrix of linear combination
coefficients. From the orthogonality of Ȳm , it follows that ATi Ai = I. Plugging this
subspace parametrization into Eq.(7):
min

A1 ,...,AM

M
X

m=1

||ATm Λ̄m Am − Λ̄m || + µ

X

Cm =Cl
16m,l6M
m6=l

||FmT Ūm Am
(8)

− FlT Ūl Al ||2F

s.t ATm Am = I, ∀m
where, ȲmT Lm Ȳm = ATm Λ̄m Am , Λ̄m = diag(λm1 , ..., λmk0 ) is the diagonal matrix containing the first k 0 smallest eigenvalues of Lm .
9
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• Numerical optimization: The solution of problem Eq.(8) can be carried out using
standard constrained optimization techniques [26] which required the gradients of the
cost function and the constraints. Here, the gradient of the off-diagonal penalty and
the gradient of the coupling term are respectively given by
OAm ||ATm Λ̄m Am − Λ̄m ||2

OAm ||FmT Ūm Am − FlT Ūl Al ||2F
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=4(Λ̄m Am ATm Λ̄m Am − Λ̄m Am Λ̄m )

(9)

T
Fm (FmT Ūm Am − FlT Ūl Al )
=2Ūm
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After obtained the optimal solution Ym , m = 1, ..., M , pixels in NF image Im would be
clustered based on Ym into several smooth regions to form a low-dimensional structural
representation, which automatically varies with different tasks (e.g., localization task
and grading task) and displays similar appearance among images with the same task
label.

where

ED

M

3.2.2. Object-specific Feature Representation Learning
A robust object-specific feature representation is learned by TASRL model, which captures the common underlying structure and robust to local appearance difference so that
the accurate localization model is achieved. Specifically, for the training set with M neural foramina images, the object structural representation is achieved by rewriting Eq.(6) as
follows:
min Jobject (Y1 , ..., YM )
Y1 ,...,YM
(10)
s.t YmT Ym = I, Cm = 1, ∀m
Jobject (Y1 , ..., YM )

PT

M
X

=

X

16m,l6M
m6=l

|

CE

m=1

||YmT Lm Ym − Λm || + µ

||FmT Ym − FlT Yl ||2F

object

{z

regularization

}

AC

The manifold alignment among neural foramina images brings an appealing robustness
for the learned object-specific feature representation. Specifically, the local difference in
intensity profiles, shapes, sizes, and poses has been successfully overcome due to the similar
feature representation shared among different neural foramina images. Most importantly,
this object-specific feature representation has a naturally part-to-part correspondence among
two compared neural foramina images to improve their similarity.
Here, the reasons for merely choosing positive examples(neural foramina images) as training set in our object-specific learning include two aspects. One is that the large diversity in
negative examples requires massive learning for the used localization classifier to generalize
them into the same class, but it is unnecessary in localization because the goal is to find the
interested object. The other is that the obvious inter-class difference among neural foramina
10
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examples and its negative examples ensures negative examples are scored with low detection
confidence due to their high embedding errors in the learned object-specific spectral feature.

min Jgrade (Y1 , ..., YM )

Y1 ,...,YM

where

Jgrade (Y1 , ..., YM )

m=1

+

||YmT Lm Ym − Λm || + µ(

X

X

||FmT Ym − FlT Yl ||2F +

grade

severe

regularization

}

||FmT Ym − FlT Yl ||2F )

PT

Cm =Cl =3
m6=l

|

{z

ED

+

slight

|

normal

Cm =Cl =1
m6=l

|

X

Cm =Cl =0
m6=l

M

=

M
X

AN
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s.t YmT Ym = I, ∀m

{z

grade
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3.2.3. Grade-specific Feature Representation Learning
A discriminative grade-specific feature representation is learned by TASRL to align images from the same class with grade-supervised coupling constraint and preserves the underlying structure within each image by manifold approximation. Specifically, for neural foramina image set I = {Im |m = 1, ..., M } with the corresponding grade label set C = {Cm =
k|m = 1, ..., M, k = 0(normal), 1(slight), 2(marked), 3(severe)}, each label cm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},
and the corresponding Laplacians matrix set is denoted as L = {Lm |m = 1, ..., M }, the
grade-specific structural representation is achieved by rewriting Eq.(6) as follows:

X

||FmT Ym − FlT Yl ||2F

marked

{z

grade

Cm =Cl =2
m6=l

|

(11)

}

regularization

||FmT Ym − FlT Yl ||2F
{z

grade

}

regularization

}

regularization

AC
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The optimization of Eq.(11) brings four kinds of grade-specific feature representation (as
shown in Fig.4): normal-specific, slight-specific, marked-specific, and severe-specific. Compared to existing image feature representations, these grade-specific feature representations
pay more attention to the intrinsic structure and tolerates the local appearance difference
among images from the same class so that the intra-class compactness has been improved and
the inter-class separability has been enlarged (as shown in Fig.4), without massive training
of the complex generative classification model.
3.3. Neural Foramina Localization based on Image-to-Object Classifier
The generated NF candidates in Sec.3.1 will be resized with the same size(64 × 64) to do
the next localization task. Specifical, the possibility of NF candidates belonged to NF object
are scored by a novel image-to-object classifier, which computes its structure difference with
11
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Figure 4: A highly discriminative feature provided for grading by the learnt grade-specific structural representation.

PT
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M

the learned object-specific structural representation by TASRL. As TASRL introduces couple constraint into NF image’s manifold learning to align their low-dimensional structures,
this novel matching would tolerate the incompatibility among different NF images, such as
different intensity profiles, shapes, sizes, and poses.
Mathematically, the implementation of image-to-object classifier is based the embedding
error DistN F when mapping the NF candidate Iw into the learned object-specific feature
space {Ym , m = 1, ..., k} achieved in Eq.(10), which is defined as follows:

CE

DistN F (Iw ) = min
Yw

||YwT Lw Yw

−

− FwT Yw ||2F ,

Λw ||2F

+µ

M
X

m=1

||FmT Ym

(12)

AC

where, Yw denotes the obtained object-specific feature of Iw , Lw is the Laplacian matrix of
Iw , {Fm , m = 1, ..., k} and Fw denote Fourier coefficients, which introduce Fourier coupling
as regularization term. The low value of DistN F indicates the high possibility belonging to
the interested object-neural foramina. Here, the threshold to determine the NF candidate
is NF or not is based on the maximal embedding error in NF image training set. Specially,
we used Eq.(12) to compute the embedding error for each image in training set, and chose
the maximum as the threshold for the unknown candidate.
This robust image-to-object classifier efficiently scores the possibility belonging to neural
foramina from object structure level, robust to disturbance from local difference. Specifically,
the learnt object-specific feature space {Ym , m = 1, ..., k} ensures the scoring metric is based
12
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on the common neural foramina object structure extracted from different NF images so
that images belonging to neural foramina object have lower embedding errors and enjoy
higher localization possibility while images not belonging to neural foramina object have
higher embedding errors derived from the intrinsic structural difference and are rejected in
localization. Therefore, this robust matching strategy has successfully solved the intra-object
incompatibility and enables an accurate localization.
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3.4. Neural foramina Grading based on Image-to-Grade Classifier
The localized NF images in Sec. 3.3 are classified by a novel image-to-grade classifier,
which utilizes a discriminative matching strategy by searching the most similar structure
with the unseen NF image IN F from the learned four kinds of grade-specific feature representations {Ym |Cm = k} by Eq.(11), k ∈ 0(normal), 1(slight), 2(marked), 3(severe). It
brings the following three advantages:(1) the small data size limitation has been successfully
overcome as the training of complex generative classifier from massive dataset is replaced;(2)
the serious class-overlapping problem derived from multi-classification of the same object
(neural foramina) has been successfully overcome (as shown in Fig.4) as the learned gradespecific feature representations naturally generate a discriminative feature space with improved intra-class compactness and maximized intra-class separability;(3) the disturbance
from local appearance difference has been successfully overcome as the pairwise image matching is based on their intrinsic manifolds. Therefore, this discriminative classifier, based on
the learned grade-specific representation, enables an accurate grading.
Specifically, image-to-grade classifier Cgrade (IN F ) predicts the grade label for the localized
NF image IN F by approximating its manifold and searching the most similar structure with it
from the learnt four kinds of grade-specific feature representation {Ym |Cm = k}, k ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3:
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Cgrade (IN F ) = argmin DistCm =k (IN F )
k∈{0,1,2,3}


normal,



slight,
=

marked,



severe,

if
if
if
if

k
k
k
k

== 0,
== 1,
== 2,
== 3.

DistCm =k (IN F ) =min ||YNTF LN F YN F − ΛN F ||2
YN F
X
+
||FmT Ym − FNT F YN F ||2F

(13)

(14)

Cm =k

YN F denotes the obtained object-specific feature of IN F , LN F is the Laplacian matrix of
IN F , ΛN F is the eigenvalue set, {Fm , m = 1, ..., k} and FN F denote Fourier coefficients to
introduce Fourier coupling as regularization term. The low value of DistCm =k indicates the
high possibility belonging to the corresponding grade.
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Table 1: Performance in localization and diagnosis.
XXPerformance
XXX
XXX Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Task
X

XXX

Localization
Grading

0.9992
0.9429

1.0000
0.9478

0.9980
0.8975
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4. Experiments and Results

0.9969
0.9317

F-measure
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4.1. Experiments Setup
4.1.1. Dataset Description
We tested the proposed localization and grading framework on 912 neural foramina (NF)
images collected from 110 clinical subjects’ MR spinal images. Each MR spinal image was
scanned using a sagittal T 1 weighted MRI with repetition time (TR) of 4000 ms and echo
time (TE) of 85 ms under a magnetic field of 1.5T. The scans cover the entire lumbar spine.
The in-plane resolution is 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm with slice thickness of either 1 mm or 1.6 mm.
The ground truth of each NF image was manually annotated by one experienced physician,
with one of the four classes, which are normal, slight, marked, and severe. Specifically,
the entire data set includes 268 normal NF images, 420 slightly stenosed NF images, 133
markedly stenosed NF images, and 91 severely stenosed NF images. As the 10-fold cross
validation method is adopted to evaluate the performance, NF images with the same grade
label are divided into 10 subsets. In this procedure, we choose an arbitrary subset as the
test data and the other subsets as the training data and conduct the experiment to get
the classification performance. Following the same procedure, we can perform such tests
using each subset as a test subset once. Finally, the classification results for all tests are
aggregated together.
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4.1.2. Parameter Selection
The proposed method has two external model parameters: cluster number K in SBNcuts
and weight parameter µ in TASRL. For the first hyperparameter K, its best value was selftuned by the automatic cluster number estimation algorithm [27]. This is because the
diversity in different spine MR images leads to the infeasibility of the fixed value for K,
and the self-tuning optimal value of K enables the optimal performance of SBNcuts in each
spine MR image. For the second parameter µ, which controls the trade-off between the
image manifold structure approximation and the intra-class margin penalty, we select its
optimal value applying 3-fold cross validation on the training images; this selection does
not use any test images at all. In particular, we consider different values of this parameter
and select one yields the highest average accuracy. The sets of parameter value for µ that
we consider are u = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10}, and the selected value is µ = 0.5. To be
fair, we also utilize 3-fold cross validation to select the parameter values for the comparison
algorithms.
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Figure 5: Examples of localization and diagnosis results in three representative subjects. Columns, from
left to right, respectively are original images, saliency maps, segmentation results, localization results, and
diagnosis results.
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4.1.3. Performance criteria
Five metrics commonly used in evaluating the accuracy of classifiers [28, 29] are chosen
to measure the performance of the proposed framework: Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity,
F-measure, and Confusion Matrix. The first four metrics have been broadly applied in
the evaluation of the overall performance of classification methods. Specifically, accuracy
measures the number of correct predictions from all predictions; sensitivity measures the
proportion of positives that are correctly identified as such; specificity measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified as such; F-measure can be interpreted as a
weighted average of the precision and sensitivity. All of them reach the best value at 1 and
worst at 0. Furthermore, to evaluate the performance in each class, confusion matrix has
been applied here.
4.2. Comprehensive Performance Analysis
Table 1 describes the proposed method has achieved the achieved superior performance
both in localization and grading tasks. Specifically, in the localization task, it has a very
high accuracy(0.9992), sensitivity(1.0000), specificity(0.9969), and F-measure(0.9980); even
in the challenging grading task, it still has a very high accuracy(0.9429), sensitivity(0.9478),
specificity(0.9317), and F-measure(0.8975).
Table 2 utilizes confusion matrix to further demonstrate such superior performance has
been achieved in each of NFS grades. As shown in Table 2, each grade can be accurately
15
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Table 2: The confusion matrix of the grading estimated by our method compared to the ground truth.
hhhh
hhh
hhhh Prediction Normal Slight Marked Severe
hhh
Ground truth
hhh
h

254
3
1
2

14
407
9
6

0
8
121
5

0
2
2
78
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Normal
Slight
Marked
Severe

Table 3: Comparison of performance in localization and grading among different methods. Here, Acc., Sen.,
Spec., and F. respectively is the abbreviation of Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity,and F-measure.

F.
0.9798
0.9950
0.9800
0.9967
0.9487
0.9785
0.9927
0.9980

Acc.
0.5910
0.5756
0.6074
0.6578
0.5811
0.6212
0.6279
0.9429

Grading
Sen.
Spec.
0.5896 0.5916
0.6343 0.6227
0.5858 0.6165
0.6604 0.7132
0.6642 0.8006
0.5569 0.5457
0.6807 0.4947
0.9478 0.9317
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Localization
Sen.
Spec.
0.9700 0.9928
1.0000 0.9928
0.9800 0.9856
1.0000 0.9972
0.9137 0.9856
0.9753 0.9818
0.9962 0.9893
1.0000 0.9969

F.
0.4586
0.4993
0.4673
0.5600
0.4369
0.5486
0.5111
0.8975

M

Intensity[11]
Hog[10]
Gist[18]
Rcnn[19]
Deform model[30]
ResNet[31]
Vgg16[32]
TASRL

Acc.
0.9833
0.9958
0.9833
0.9990
0.9496
0.9833
0.9944
0.9992
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predicted by our proposed method: 94.78% (i.e., 254 out of 268) accuracy in “normal”
grade, 96.90% (i.e., 407 out of 420) in “slight stenosis” grade, 90.97% (i.e., 121 out of 133)
in “marked stenosis” grade, and 85.71% (i.e., 78 out of 91) in “severe stenosis” grade.
Fig.5 lists localization and grading results from three representative subjects to reveal
the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed method. Although NF images from these
subjects are with obviously different intensity profiles and boundary shapes, the proposed
method still achieved the accurate localization and grading.
Table 1, Table 2, and Fig.5 clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework in
localization and grading tasks. Especially for the challenging grading task, our framework
has achieved the very high accuracy (> 85%) in each grade. Most importantly, this excellent
performance is robust to the diversity of NF including different intensity profiles, poses, sizes,
and shapes.
4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
Table 3 provides a comparison of the proposed framework with state-of-the-art methods
[11, 10, 18, 19, 30, 31, 32]. All results are obtained using a 10-fold cross validation strategy.
The parameters of for each compared method were fine-tuned using a 3-fold cross validation
to obtain the best accuracy for fairly comparing with the proposed method. Here, the
two-class classifier (object/background) used in the compared detection methods has been
replaced with the four-class classifier to predict the four grades of NFS in the grading task.
This introduced four-classes classifier offers the proposed method and the detection method
16
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Figure 6: The superiority of SBNcuts. (a) four subjects’ MR spinal images; (b) over-segmented neural
foramina region produced by using Ncuts as segmentation method; (c) saliency map results; (d) saliency
object results; (e) intact neural foramina region produced by using SBNcuts as segmentation method.

Figure 7: The learned object-specific structural representations for localization task. Here, each color of
the structural representations denotes one part region. Specifically, the yellow color denotes the NF region,
and the rest colors denotes background parts. The same color shares in different image and brings the
part-to-part alignment in these images.
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with the same four-class label supervision in image feature learning, hence it ensures a fair
comparison in experiment.
The results shown in Table 3 demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed
framework over existing methods that simultaneously achieved accurate localization and
grading. Especially for the challenging grading task, the proposed method has achieved the
high value in accuracy(0.9364), sensitivity(0.9478), specificity(0.9317), and F-measure(0.8975),
while the performance of existing methods is no more than 0.6578 in accuracy, 0.6604 in
sensitivity, 0.7132 in specificity, and 0.5600 in F-measure. In comparison, existing methods merely work in the localization task while fail to produce satisfied results in grading
task. This is because the essence of the grading task is fine-grained multiple classification of
NF images so that it inevitably faces the serious class-overlapping problem and the limited
data set caused by the expensive collection, and these two problems pose big challenges for
existing methods relying on massive training and lacking of the powerful discriminations.
While these challenges have been successfully overcome by TASRL algorithm embedded in
the proposed framework, which adaptively generates task-specific feature to improve intraclass compactness and enlarge inter-class margin so that the proposed framework enables
the accurate localization and grading.
Table.4 further demonstrates the accurate comparison of these methods in each of the
four grades: normal NF, slight NFS, marked NFS, and serve NFS. Specifically, the results
prove the superior performance of the proposed scheme that outperformed the rest by 12%
to 32% in normal NF grade, by 25% to 42% in slight NFS grade, by 40% to 70% in marked
NFS grade, and by 12% to 42% in Serve NFS grade.
The demonstrated superiority of the proposed framework in Table 3 and Table.4 both
demonstrate the effectiveness of TASRL, which provide a task-specific feature to enable the
feasibility of the proposed framework no matter in localization or grading task. Especially for
the grading task, it is more challenging than localization because it covers finer semantic differences (e.g., slight stenosed and marked stenosed) and more diverse when classifying images
from the same object category into several subcategories. Our framework utilizes TASRL
to learn a discriminative grade-specific feature and generate an image-to-grade matching for
tolerating inter-grade incompatibility and removing inter-grade ambiguities. In comparison,
convention methods are easily misled by the mentioned diversity and fail to achieve the
satisfied grading results (accuracy < 66%).

AC

4.4. Method Advantage Analysis
4.4.1. Advantage of Saliency-biased Ncuts
Fig.6 demonstrates the advantage of SBNcuts in preserving the intact region of neural
foramina and generating non-overlapping candidates for efficient and accurate localization.
It is derived from the creatively incorporated saliency map of spine MR image (as shown in
Fig.6 (c) and Fig.6 (d) ), which roughly depicts the possible distribution of neural foramina
so that the resulted segmentation sufficiently correlates with the saliency map (as shown in
Fig.6 (e)). While for traditional Ncuts method, it is unconstrained and merely seeks global
optimization so that neural foramina region may be over-segmented (as shown in Fig.6 (b)),
which directly affects the accurate localization.
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Table 4: Accuracy comparison in four grade classes

Marked
30.09%
33.83%
50.37%
30.07%
50.38%
41.67%
33.33%
90.97%

Severe
57.14%
73.62%
57.14%
43.95%
63.74%
47.06%
17.65%
85.71%
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Slight
65.95%
59.28%
66.19%
71.42%
54.05%
74.83%
75.51%
96.90%
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Intensity-guided [11]
Hog-guided [10]
Gist-guided [18]
Faster R-CNN [19]
Deform-model [30]
ResNet[31]
Vgg16[32]
Proposed Method (TASRL)

Normal
58.95%
61.19%
58.58%
82.08%
66.42%
54.76%
71.43%
94.78%

Figure 8: The learned grade-specific structural representations for grading task. Here, each color of the
structural representations denotes one part region. For images from the same grade, they share similar color
appearance to generate part-to-part alignment for reducing intra-grade difference.
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4.4.2. Advantage of TASRL
Fig.7 and Fig.8 demonstrate that the part-to-part alignment among same task label,
generated by TASRL, solves the intra-object/grade incompatibility and inter-grade ambiguities, and brings the robustness and discrimination of the proposed framework. Here,
to intuitively demonstrate the part-to-part alignment generated by the learned structural
representation, the learnt structural feature representation are clustered into six region clusters, with six colors to denote these six part regions in NF image: NF region, background
region 1, background region 2, background region 3, background region 4, and background
region 5. In Fig.7, same color indicating NF region are shared in different NF images; in
Fig.8, for images from the same grade, same color are shared with each other; for images
from different grades, the obvious appearance difference enlarges the inter-grade difference.
Therefore, the inter-object/grade incompatibility and inter-grade ambiguities are tolerated
so that the accuracy in localization and grading would be improved.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
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In this paper, we proposed a novel automated framework for clinical grading of NFS. It
achieved accurate results both in localization and grading, due to the use of a newly proposed
image structural representation learning model-TASRL. Specifically, TASRL introduces supervised coupling constraint as the regularization term in NF image’s manifold learning to
capture task-specific, discriminative, low-dimensional (regional level) structural representations. These representations successfully solve the intra-object/grade incompatibility and
inter-grade ambiguities with the similar appearance shared by NF images from the same task
and the different appearance revealed by NF images from different tasks. Correspondingly,
the disturbance, including the inter-object/grade incompatibility and inter-grade ambiguities, has been removed. Hence, the accuracy in localization and grading tasks are improved.
Besides, to enable efficient NF candidate detection in spinal image, the proposed framework
introduces a novel SBNcuts method to creatively incorporate saliency map as a preliminary
guess of NF’s locations for refining the generated possible NF candidates with the minimized
number and the well preserved NF structure. Therefore, with our methods, an efficient clinical tool is provided for physicians to reduce their heavy burden and improve their grading
efficiency.
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